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Friday, July 25
One More Day!
OK...day two...you still can't sleep in! Today is going to make for
even tougher decisions. This day will start out with you choosing
between health, as taught by two of the loveliest and most
intelligent ladies on the planet, Dr. Heidi Dickerson and Dental
Hygienist Jill Taylor; Dr. David Miller on treating motor vehicle
accident cases involving TMD; and Dr. John Highsmith
answering the many requests for a presentation on Ozone
therapy. Flipping a coin will not work...you can't choose a wrong
presentation and you will still lose out by not attending the other
two! (Remember my comments yesterday about bringing LOTS
of team members?)
In the late morning brackets to help you make some decisions
Dr. Buck and Dr. Gross will present you with the differences in
doing traditional orthodontics versus neuromuscular
orthodontics - and which is better. Knowing this will come in
handy in answering questions to your patients and other
dentists! At the same time, Dr. Hamada will share his lessons
learned the hard way in dealing with record keeping issues and
possible problems with untrustworthy team members. (Team
members not allowed in this for obvious reasons!) Dr. Mark
Duncan will also present an update on the new dental materials

Exhibitors
The Exhibit Hall is located in
Imperial Ballroom E!
This conference is made
possible in large part due to
the support of the IACA
partners. Be sure to check out
all the latest products at the
booths and to get your
IACAopoly Cards signed off!

available now.
In the afternoon workshops there will again be nine
presentations...some a repeat of the day before so you can
attend something you missed yesterday! Remember while these
are "workshops" you do not have to wear old jeans and leather
gloves...it's not THAT kind of work...but it is hands-on!
Don't forget the cocktail hour starting at 3! (Actually it's an hour
and a half...but that's an IACA meeting...always going beyond the
norm!)
Dan Jenkins DDs, LVIF, FACD, FICD, CDE-AADE
Past IACA President, Newsletter Editor

CE Credits
In your registration bag you
will be given a CE Form with
all the lectures and workshops
listed. At the end of each
lecture/workshop you will be
given a verification code from
the speaker that you will put
on your form to verify
attendance of each lecture. At
the end of the conference you
may turn in this form to the
registration area or fax/email
when you get back to the
office to receive credit from
the AGD. This form can be
used as a copy of your CE
credits for your accrediting
agency. Ask at the registration
area if you have any
questions!

Registration Hours
Friday- 7am-4:30pm
Saturday- 7am-4pm

Evaluations
After each presentation during
the conference you will have
the opportunity to complete an
evaluation. Please take the
time to complete them. This
information is not only
valuable to the presenter(s)
but, to the IACA Board. The
information that is gathered is
utilized in planning future
IACA conferences. Choose to
make a difference. Click
HERE or scan the QR code on
the back of your CE form with
your phone!

Renew your 2014-2015 IACA
Membership Today and don't pay
until October!
See IACA/LVI Booth for Details!

IACA Website

